What makes super resolution possible?
Several low resolution images of the same scene with subpixel shifts between them are taken.
With this pixel size we have four CCDs. Symbols used:
New pixel size Super resolution from still images (underlying idea)
The problem is much more complex now since there may be several objects moving at the same time.
Super resolution from moving objects (underlying idea) time t time t+1
II. Introduction to Bayesian modelling of image estimation problems
Bayesian Modelling u=high resolution image or video sequence we want to estimate v=observed low resolution images or video sequence (additionally they may also be compressed) p(u) a priori information on the high resolution image or sequence we want to estimate.
p(v|u) modelling of the process to obtain the observed low resolution image or sequence assuming that u is the real underlying high resolution image or sequence.
Select as high resolution image or sequence estimate
In the coming sections we model both, the a priori distributions, p(u), and the observation models, p(v|u), used in the literature.
From my point of view, the main challenge is the proper modelling of the priori distribution p(u), that is, of the prior information we have on the original high resolution image or sequence, (do not forget the motion estimation part).
The problem is formally the same as the classical boxes and balls one. We have boxes (u) with different ball mixtures (v) (that is, we know p(v|u)) We draw a ball (v) and ask which box (u) it came from Problem: What do we know about the prior probability of selecting each box?.
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The figure contains the notation used Relationship between high resolution images (images are assumed to be taken at high temporal frequency) 
Relationship between the LR image g l and the HR image f k From the model just studied, we can derive the conditional probability of the low resolution observed image g l given the high resolution image f k and the motion vectors d l,k , p(g l |f k ,d l,k ). Several models have been proposed in the literature for this conditional distribution.
Independence of the observations is usually assumed, so we have 
How do we now model the observation process? MC l (y P l , v l ) is the prediction of g l obtained by motion compensation from the previously decoded y P l images.
( )
Relationship between the CLR image y l and the HR image f k Several models have been proposed in the literature for p(y l |f k ,d l,k ).
Models have also been proposed for the conditional probability p(v l,k |y l ,f k ,d l,k ) of the low resolution motion vectors given the observed low resolution image, the high resolution image and motion vectors. 
Two typical options for these distributions are Not a very realistic assumption
IV.1 Uncompressed observations
Sample from an independent uniform distribution on each pixel
Sample from a SAR model, Q represents a high pass filter and λ controls the variance of the model.
The same hypothesis as in the uncompressed case regarding the variables f k and D=(d 1,k ,…,d L,k ) are used:
Again, two typical options for these distributions are Not very realistic
There are, however, some additional models both for the image and motion vectors.
IV.2 Compressed observations
Once the high resolution motion vectors have been estimated, all the proposed methods find the high resolution image estimate by solving Most of the reported work in the literature first estimates the high resolution motion vectors following different approaches.
The most commonly used optimization methods are GD, CG and POCS. 
